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In the future-fantasy world of RWBY, Rooster Teeth's hit animated webseries,
teens train to become warriors. Join the fight in this epic official, original novel
from E.C. Myers and RWBY's head writers!
Explore the world of Remnant through the eyes (fists, swords, etc.) of the
huntress team RWBY! Get combat ready, RWBY fans! A new spin on the wild,
action-packed anime series is painting the town red like roses! Follow Ruby
Rose, Weiss Schnee, Blake Belladonna, and Yang Xiao Long (a.k.a. Team
RWBY) as they protect their world of Remnant from a plague of fearsome
monsters called Grimm. After a devastating tragedy shatters the once-mighty
Beacon Academy, Team RWBY is pulled apart, with each member undergoing a
grueling journey of self-discovery. Can they find the strength to face their inner
demons and reunite against an imminent evil assembling a growing army of
Grimm? RWBY Vol. 1 expands on the events of Volume 4 from the awardwinning animated series, unveiling more in-depth storylines and backstory that
couldn't make it to the screen. With acclaimed writer Marguerite Bennett
(Batwoman, DC Comics: Bombshells) and artists Mirka Andolfo (DC Comics:
Bombshells, Hex Wives, Wonder Woman) and Arif Prianto (Deathstroke) leading
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the charge, this exciting new adventure will give new and existing RWBY fans
plenty of high-flying entertainment!
The heiress to the Schnee Dust Company is not someone to underestimate just
because of her privileged background. These tales show how tough Weiss
is—and how real. From a team of exciting new manga artists comes the second
volume in a series of short story collections showcasing Ruby, Weiss, Blake and
Yang! -- VIZ Media
Blake meets a mysterious woman who’s appeared on Menagerie, but what is her
purpose and why does she act like she hasn’t been around modern society?
These stories, ranging from silly to serious, all star Yang, Ruby's fiercly loyal big
sister with a stern but sensitive personality and tough-as-nails battle skills (with
attitude to match)! From a team of exciting new manga artists comes the fourth
volume in a series of short story collections showcasing Ruby, Weiss, Blake and
Yang! -- VIZ Media
Ruby knows she has the talent to achieve her goal, but is she ready to clash with
Weiss Schnee, a fellow student and the haughty scion of the Schnee Dust
Company? -- VIZ Media
Team JNPR stars in this short story collection based on Rooster Teeth's hit
animation series! The world of Remnant is filled with horrific monsters bent on the
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destruction of humanity. Fortunately, the kingdoms of the world have risen to
combat these forces by training powerful Huntsmen and Huntresses at
academies around the planet. Ruby Rose, Weiss Schnee, Blake Belladonna and
Yang Xiao Long are four such Huntresses in training. Thrilling and silly stories
featuring Team JNPR! Team RWBY is not the only group of Hunters and
Huntresses in the world of Remnant! Get to know Jaune Arc, Nora Valkyrie,
Pyrrha Nikos and Lie Ren, one of the strongest—and most fun—teams of Grimm
Hunters in the hit series RWBY! From a team of exciting new manga artists
comes the fifth volume in a series of short story collections, this time showcasing
Team JNPR!
Ruby, Weiss, Blake and Yang are students at Beacon Academy, learning to
protect the world of Remnant from the fearsome Grimm! -- VIZ Media
The official behind-the-scenes guide to the acclaimed animated series. The
definitive companion to the hit animated series, The World of RWBY is the
ultimate celebration of a pop-culture phenomenon. Go behind the scenes with
exclusive commentary from Rooster Teeth and explore the show’s creation
through in-depth interviews with the writers, animators and voice artists. With
comprehensive analysis of key characters and iconic episodes, and showcasing
stunning visuals from the series, this is the must-have book for RWBY fans
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around the world.
Experience the introductory arc of the international smash hit series RWBY in a
whole new way—manga! Monsters known as the Grimm are wreaking havoc on
the world of Remnant. Ruby Rose seeks to become a Huntress, someone who
eliminates the Grimm and protects the land. She enrolls at Beacon Academy,
eager for the tests and combat challenges to come. Ruby's first year at Beacon
Academy continues! Team RWBY has officially formed, and Ruby Rose is their
leader. While Roman Torchwick still lurks in the shadows, new forces begin to
move against Beacon Academy. Who are the White Fang, and what does Blake
know about them?
With the battle behind them, Team RWBY picks up the pieces of their lives, but
what does this mean for their new friends?
Don't miss this gorgeous, gift-worthy collection of RWBY fairy tales, straight from
the show writers and E.C. Myers!
Blake used to be a freedom fighter for her people, suppressed by humans for
years. She’s a hero—but she's also a teen girl who just wants to fit in with her
friends. These stories highlight her awesome personality, from serious to silly.
From a team of exciting new manga artists comes the third volume in a series of
short story collections showcasing Ruby, Weiss, Blake and Yang! -- VIZ Media
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In the future-fantasy world of RWBY, Rooster Teeth's hit animated webseries,
teens train to become warriors. Join the fight in this epic official, original novel
from EC Myers and RWBY's head writers!
Team RWBY vs. Team JNPR round 2! Can the girls defeat their friends and
break them out of their trance, or will they fall under the spell of the beast below?
Blake and Sun help protect a caravan on its journey, but will she falter when she
remembers a dark connection to one of the members of the caravan?
Ruby and Bruce head to the Faunus Quarter to investigate reports of a red-and-gold blur. But
things quickly get out of hand as the blur runs circles around the pair of heroes!
Discover the world of Remnant and its wonderous Beacon Academy through the eyes of the
incredible huntsmen team, RWBY! Consisting of Ruby Rose, Weiss Schnee, Blake
Belladonna, and Yang Xiao Long, our intrepid heroes protect their world from monstrous
threats known as Grimm!
The gang’s back together again, but each team was unsuccessful cracking the mystery
around the missing hunters. As they discuss their findings, Team RWBY is ambushed by their
brainwashed friends! They’ll need a savior from above in order to surmount these odds!
After the attack on Beacon Academy, Ruby Rose has been teamed up with the remaining
members of team JNPR, but can she fit into this new team's dynamics?
After being saved by the mysterious emerald warrior, Jessica Cruz, the group starts to connect
the dots between what’s going on around Remnant, and learns the name of the creature
behind everything!
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In the future-fantasy world of RWBY, Rooster Teeth's hit animated webseries, teens train to
become warriors. Join the fight in this epic official original novel from E.C. Myers and RWBY's
head writers! Don't miss this exclusive, original story straight from award-winning author E.C.
Myers and RWBY's head writers, Kerry Shawcross and Miles Luna!
Experience the introductory arc of the international smash hit series RWBY in a whole new
way—manga! In the world of Remnant, monsters known as Grimm wreak havoc. They’re kept
in check by Huntsmen and Huntresses, highly skilled warriors experienced in monster
extermination who utilize their special abilities on the field of battle. Ruby is a ferociously
talented young girl who comes to Beacon Academy to hone her skills and one day graduate to
serve as a Huntress herself. Alongside her sister Yang Xiao Long, rival Weiss Schnee and
newfound friend Blake Belladonna, Ruby leads Team RWBY, the coolest new group at
Beacon! Ruby takes her first step on the road to becoming a Huntress by enrolling at Beacon
Academy, eager to take on the battery of tests, challenges and difficulties that follow. Ruby
knows her talents will take her to her goal, but is she ready to clash with Weiss Schnee,
haughty scion of the Schnee Dust Company?
In a world rife with monsters known as Grimm, the prestigious Beacon Academy trains the next
generation of hunters. Tying in with the hit Rooster Teeth web series RWBY, follow the
adventures of team RWBY, comprising bruiser Yang Xiao Long, elegant Weiss Schnee,
stealthy Blake Belladonna, and courageous leader Ruby Rose as they protect the world from
all manner of Grimm! Collects RWBY #1-7.

Ruby may be team leader, but she's got insecurities just like the rest of us. In fact, her
worries run deep. These stories show how Ruby overcomes her shortcomings to be a
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true hero—and what drives her to do it! From a team of exciting new manga artists
comes the first volume in a series of short story collections showcasing Ruby, Weiss,
Blake and Yang! -- VIZ Media
Straight from Rooster Teeth’s hit animation series, a new four-volume anthology series
featuring stories from various manga creators, each focusing on a different member of
Team RWBY! The world of Remnant is filled with horrific monsters bent on the
destruction of humanity. Fortunately, the kingdoms of the world have risen to combat
these forces by training powerful Huntsmen and Huntresses at academies around the
planet. Ruby Rose, Weiss Schnee, Blake Belladonna and Yang Xiao Long are four
such Huntresses in training. Ruby may be team leader, but she's got insecurities just
like the rest of us. In fact, her worries run deep. These stories show how Ruby
overcomes her shortcomings to be a true hero—and what drives her to do it! From a
team of exciting new manga artists comes the first volume in a series of short story
collections showcasing Ruby, Weiss, Blake and Yang!
The DC Universe and the world of RWBY collide! Discover the Bruce Wayne, Clark
Kent, and Diana Prince of Remnant was Team RWBY comes face-to-face with new
versions of DC’s paragons of justice. A new Grimm is running rampant around the
Island of Patch and Ruby and Yang need to team up with a young farmboy to stop it!
Weiss tries to escape from Schnee Manor, but Willow isn't willing to just let her
daughter run off again!
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Welcome to the unauthorized RPG based on RWBY, an anime created by
Roosterteeth. If anyone from Roosterteeth is reading this, please call me; I’d love to
talk. For the rest of you, I’m assuming that you’ve watched the show. It’s the best
anime I’ve ever seen (But only because no one has made mine yet; please check out
CORL: Tales From an Alternate RWBYverse volumes 1-3, available on Amazon.com.)
And for those of you that haven’t watched RWBY (or read CORL) yet, go do that. I’ll
wait. Now that you’re back, let’s get started. We’re all here because we want to take
part in the story unfolding on Remnant. We want to stand with team RWBY against
Salem and the Grimm. We want a semblance of our own. We want a scythe that’s also
a sniper rifle. But if you’re reading this, you don’t get to do that. This is the GM guide,
which means your players get to do all of that, and they get to have all of the fun. And
that, dear reader, is your job. You are going to make this world fun for them. Remnant
is a world of excitement and danger. No one is ever truly safe, even in the heart of the
Kingdoms. As the GM, it is your job to bring that to life. You will use every trick in this
book (and in your own heads, I hope) to threaten the safety of Remnant. It’s people,
cities, and even Kingdoms, are your targets. You will use Grimm, criminals, bandits,
natural disasters, and anything else you can think of to harass, injure, threaten, and
destroy the people and world that your players hold so dear. Because only in response
to threats can heroes rise. When the fate of the world is in their hands, and everyone
else has fallen or fled, your players can truly consider themselves Huntsmen.
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New short stories featuring Team JNPR! Team RWBY is not the only group of Hunters
and Huntresses in the world of Remnant! Get to know Jaune Arc, Nora Valkyrie, Pyrrha
Nikos and Lie Ren, one of the strongest—and most fun—teams of Grimm Hunters in the
hit series RWBY! From a team of exciting new manga artists comes the fifth volume in
a series of short story collections, this time showcasing Team JNPR! -- VIZ Media
Experience the introductory arc of the international smash hit series RWBY in a whole
new way—manga! Monsters known as the Grimm are wreaking havoc on the world of
Remnant. Ruby Rose seeks to become a Huntress, someone who eliminates the
Grimm and protects the land. She enrolls at Beacon Academy, eager for the tests and
combat challenges to come. Roman Torchwick’s plans have been laid bare, and now
it’s up to Team RWBY to save the day! This is everything they’ve been training for at
Beacon Academy. Ruby is ready to protect the people of Remnant from Torchwick’s
machinations, and Weiss, Blake and Yang are right by her side. The final volume of
RWBY: The Official Manga is here, and Torchwick doesn’t stand a chance!
RWBYVIZ Media LLC
The world of RWBY collides with the DCU's Justice League! Bruce Wayne, Clark Kent,
and Diana Prince of Remnant fight alongside Team RWBY in RWBY/Justice League! A
new Grimm is running rampant across the island of Patch, and Ruby and Yang must
team up with a red and blue-clad farm boy to stop it! Meanwhile, Blake meets a
mysterious woman who's suddenly appeared on Menagerie, but her purpose for being
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there remains a secret. And why does she act like she hasn't been around modern
society? This incredible manga/superhero collision collects RWBY/Justice League
#1-14!
The tide has shifted around Remnant and Team RWBY is on their heels. They’re
surrounded on all sides with nowhere left to turn. If Team RWBY and their new powerful
friends can’t stand against this final wave, it’s the end of Remnant permanently!
Yang reminisces about an adventure with Blake during their time at Beacon Academy.
Roman Torchwick’s plans have been laid bare, and now it’s up to Team RWBY to
save the day! This is everything they’ve been training for at Beacon Academy. Ruby is
ready to protect the people of Remnant from Torchwick’s machinations, and Weiss,
Blake and Yang are right by her side. The final volume is here, and Torchwick doesn’t
stand a chance! -- VIZ Media
Blake, Yang, and Clark come face-to-face with a trident wielding boy who can
command sea-life while searching the harbor. But is the princely boy the one taking
control of people all over Remnant? And what is his mysterious connection to Clark?
In the future-fantasy world of RWBY, Rooster Teeth's hit animated webseries, teens
train to become warriors. Join the fight in this epic official original novel from E.C. Myers
and RWBY's head writers! Don't miss this exclusive, original story straight from awardwinning author E.C. Myers and RWBY's head writers, Kerry Shawcross and Eddy
Rivas!
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Ruby’s first year at Beacon Academy continues! Team RWBY has officially formed,
and Ruby Rose is their leader. While Roman Torchwick still lurks in the shadows, new
forces begin to move against Beacon Academy. Who are the White Fang, and what
does Blake know about them? -- VIZ Media
Ruby must find her way through a maze in an effort to find her strength again after
Qrow goes down on a mission with Team RNJR.
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